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In a new, expanded edition of a best-selling Ocean classic, Castro describes a historic political

partnership that changed the face of Cuba and Latin America. He vividly portrays CheÃ¢â‚¬â€•the

man, the revolutionary, and the thinkerÃ¢â‚¬â€•recounting in detail his last days with Che in Cuba,

giving a remarkably frank assessment of the Bolivian mission.Fidel Castro, in an unusually gentle,

quite emotional mood, remarks, Ã¢â‚¬Å“For me it has been hard to accept the idea that Che is

dead. I have dreamed of him often, that I spoke with him, that he was alive . . .Ã¢â‚¬Â• Includes

CastroÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s speech on the return of CheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s remains to Cuba in 1997.
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Ã‚Â· Fidel Castro went into exile on his release from prison after initiating an armed attack against

the Batista dictatorship. One night in Mexico he met a young Argentine doctor Ernesto Guevara.

They talked until dawn, sharing their ideas and dreams, when "Che" agreed to join the expedition

back to Cuba to restore popular rule. The rest is history David Deutschmann is an Australian author

whose recent books include the anthologies Fidel Castro Reader (2004) and Che Guevara Reader

(2003).



Fidel is quite the talker! It's amazing how his lengthy tributes to Che are always fresh.

excellent book if you are into Cuban/South American history... Fidel Castro's writing is almost as

good as his epic speeches... and if anyone should know about Che it would be Castro...Enjoy the

read!!!

A welcome relief from US Capitalist-owned news media propaganda! Castro's own words to his

people about Che & Che's own words reflecting their love for Cuba & Liberty!

a revealing read about castro's relationship with with che. the interview with the italian journalist

gianni mina is especially noteworthy.

I have been looking for such a book for a long time. I wanted to read Castro's story on Che's death,

how he received the news, how he made sure that news was correct, and how he addressed the

world on that.This book is exactly about that, in addition to other related things.I found this book very

interesting because of the things I mentioned. There are many stories on Che's death since it was

unclear and a lot of people tried to change the true story. I'm not saying that Castro's story is the

true one, it's just the closest one to truth, since he was strongly related to the matter.There are also

few interviews with Castro on his relationship with Guevara. I completely enjoyed reading them,

too.Generally speaking, the book is very good for those who are interested in Guevara.

I have studied psychology and having long known about the CHE individual I felt that this book

would exhibit a good example of a special human being, with unusual needs and the book does

exactly what I expected. There is some interesting facts about guerila motivations, along with their

ways to handle power and society at large. The writings well denote and describe the activities of a

borne rebel unaware of the deadly limits which he will attain in his dedication to the causes of

others. There are some geography facts involved about foreign continents and a of examples of

interactions by various class of people.It makes for a good document to peruse in order to get to

know the CHE man's modus vivendi and operrandi in a violent environment which is so suited to his

inate personality and ambitions. This is a very good reading which opens up upon and introduces

readers to several areas of activities in the violent political society including the Cuban dilema.

My first book written by Fidel Castro. Interesting read, especially if you have read any of the books



authored by Che himself! I got a copy for my Son also!

excellent
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